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At the beginning of this project, I challenged Joan Soler to repaint one of his earlier pieces exactly the 
same, attempting to repeat the work identically and, as far as possible, to reconstruct both his original 
approach and also the original production process and same degree of finish. The aim was therefore not a 
mere superficial copy of the image nor, of course, a "forgery" carried out by the painter himself. There is 
no original painting - or at least there wouldn't be a single, unique original. The intention was rather that of 
a reconstruction or re-creation in which, for a second time, all the layers, strategies and processes which 
the artist had employed at a specific time would once again come into play. Would it be possible for 
everything to simply happen again and for the result to be creative? Can we repeat our gestures with 
absolute precision? Down to even the smallest or most disregarded gestures, those we've forgotten or that 
characterise us in spite of ourselves and unbeknown to us? And, lastly, if the answer is in the affirmative: 
would they all mean the same as they did the first time around? 

The idea was that this exercise of mimicking duplication would channel a dialogue we'd begun some years 
previously, focusing it on some of the features of Soler's work I'm most interested in. Namely the 
processes of repetition and difference that occur throughout his collections; the separating and 
differentiating of each piece within a wider group constrained by certain premises, norms and constants; 
the duality expressed in each piece, in which the beginning gives way to uncertainty which is then guided 
by the firm hand of geometry; the notions of order, rhythm and modulation in his syntax. 

This exhibition provides an overview of the outcome of this experiment and its development, traversed by 
highly varied axes of symmetry in different directions. Most of these have determined the structure of the 
exhibition. For instance, there's a distinct longitudinal line that separates the "final" works from another 
group of pieces chosen because they'd been stopped very close to their origin: works in process; outlines 
and sketches; state proofs; exercises concluded almost as soon as they are conceived; etcetera. This 
initial symmetry that reveals the inner workings of the exhibition (and the artwork!) will help visitors to 
appreciate Soler's internal mechanisms and essential approach to work, as it has been carried out in his 
studio over the past few years, as well as compare it with its final manifestation. 

Another of the apparent symmetries is concentrated in the forwarding or dialogues created by some works 
with others from the same series but also with other more divergent works, both in time and formal 
appearance. This reveals what might be called constant traits of the poetic: the architraved order of 
tectonics (remember, Soler is also an architect); the referential world of the historical abstract avant garde, 
the geometric and constructivist; the constant equilibrium between poles in favour of a synthesis of 
tensions; the quest for harmony… 

And there's also a final internal symmetry in his work, this time of a more conceptual nature, where a 
search for formal equilibrium and plastic beauty seems irrefutable, responsible for shaping his work by 
means of reflection, different morphological elements, resistances and structures. Like a palimpsest, the 
layers we can glimpse warn us here of the distinctive correspondence between what is seen and the heart 
that beats behind each one of Soler's elaborated surfaces. 

 

 



 

Systematic repetition on a violent or to some extent unmanageable vector (the fire, smoke, uninhibited 
action and expressive features that make up the “background” of his images) seems to denote the inertia 
of living matter to returning to its primitive state, i.e. inanimate, inert… In Soler's artwork the inorganic and 
mineral (which, for psychoanalysis, is also the unspoken destination to which life aspires: the "death 
drive") emerge in those same inorganic pigments that crystallise in its own medium: geometry.  

There's some play between creative, fun and sensitive variations that makes each piece different from the 
others, in spite of the systematic repetition of that fiery tension shared at source. Repetition and difference, 
the master of "sick" symmetries, of small deviations; the wear and tear of the mould which means that 
each copy is infinitesimally different. Emotional impulses, as in the notorious scenes of interpersonal or 
collective violence concealed in many of Joan Soler's pieces, almost unrecognisable (and unimaginable), 
are now reflected in an abstract register through the meticulous and highly measured interconnection of 
those graticules or geometric modulations that identify him. 

The source's hazy background can only truly be perceived through a rigorous and exact network that 
appears tranquil. This process involves synthesis, repression or sublimation; it is not obvious; it's an 
imperfect reflection that is not coincident in any case. But the important thing is that, for this to occur, all 
the materials handled by the artist, both physical and symbolic, must be developed following certain axes 
that traverse the system of representation, creating strange "deforming" correspondences. Joan Soler has 
expressed these forcefully but with a hidden tension that can only be seen by an attentive gaze as it 
lingers on the visible face of the artist's seemingly placid images. 
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Opening hours: 

From Tuesday to Saturday, 11 until 2 pm and 3:30 to 8:30 pm 

Sundays and bank holidays, 11 to 2.30 pm 

Mondays closed 

 

                                


